This study presents an alternating coordinate-momentum representation for propagation and transition of associated wave function, based on Bopp operators and on a certain symbolic determinant corresponding to a set of two linear equations with null free terms. It is shown that this alternating representation can justify in a good manner the patterns created through reflection/refraction of waves on nonperfectly smooth interfaces and phase correspondence of diffracted beams without the need of supplementary support functions. Correlations with Lorentz transformation of wave functions by interaction with a certain material medium (the space-time origin of a wave-train being adjusted) are also presented, and supplementary aspects regarding the use of electromagnetic scalar and vector potentials for modelling evolution within this alternating representation are added.
Introduction
As it was shown in [1] , the study of light wave propagation phenomena at the interface between two different media (reflection/refraction) based on wavefronts generated by multiple centers of reflection/refraction situated on this interface requires an explanation regarding further propagation along directions normal to these wavefronts. For an oblique incidence of a plane wave, a certain center of reflection/refraction will be the first one which emits wavelets with the of speed of light specific to that material medium. Until it interacts with the wavefront generated by another center of reflection/refraction, we should consider that parts of the incident wave are radiated along all spatial directions. The procedure can continue by analyzing the interaction of each newly created wavefront with subsequent wavelets, implying that each time a supplementary part of the received wave will be transmitted on spatial directions which differ to the main axis of reflection/refraction.
Moreover, the assumption regarding the constant phase shift ( for electric field E, e.g.) for reflected/refracted wave in any surface point is also questionable, since the interface is far from being perfectly smooth and perfectly conductive. A certain transient time interval for creating the electrostatic equilibrium is always required, so as the electric field E to vanish on this surface. As a consequence, local phase shifts for reflected/refracted wave can not be avoided within this local mathematical model. According to the linear wave equation (with constant coefficients), these could generate multiple inphase local waves propagating along spatial directions which differ for the main reflection/refraction axis. Thus parts of reflected/refracted wave would be transmitted in a large solid angle and directionality would be lost within a very short length interval.
According to solid state theory, a very good argument regarding the perfectly smooth approximation for reflection/refraction theory and for the constant phase shift consists in the fact that photons usually interact with collectivised electrons of the solid crystalline lattice before being reemitted. These electrons could be considered as moving tangent to the interface since sudden changes of trajectory could generate significant electromagnetic field (accelerations being involved). This picture is supported also by quantum physics, since the associated-wave function for 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering the collectivised electrons is represented in position for large space intervals, the influence of local nonuniformities being decreased. Thus can be drawn a tangent line with a great radius of curvature, resulting in a better directionality for reflected/refracted beams and the same phase shift for them.
However, this possible explanation does not take into account the constant phase shift between the incident and the reemitted beams from points situated far apart from each other, when the associated-wave function for collectivised electrons can not be considered as being the same anymore. There is no perfect crystal lattice, so the quantum functions corresponding to collectivised electrons or to vibrations (phonons) are spatially limited. Moreover, when supplementary diffraction phenomena are involved; some points becoming secondary wave-sources (reemitting light beams) are situated on nonadjacent surfaces (see the edges of a diffraction grating) and they can not be correlated by any surface quantum wave functions.
In [1] , an internal report published later in scientific journals in 2013 suggested that a kind of support waves is generated on this interface. They act upon reflecting/refracting points and correlate the phase of reemitted waves by interface points situated at great distance. These support waves could also correlate nonadjacent space intervals wherefrom secondary light beams are emitted through diffraction. So as to be effective, this possible intuitive and computational model requires a high speed for these propagating support waves in order to regroup the wavefronts into light beams with certain directionality within an extremely short time interval. The use of momentum space representation for the light wave is also recommended for describing phase correlation and coherence phenomena.
The wave-vector (momentum) values generated through these support functions represent the base for wave propagation on next time intervals. Based on wave equation
a set of possible high speed propagating functions as
where quantities , , , , are constant values, were proposed as support functions. This corresponds with a timedependent plane equation, a plane which moves in the threedimensional space. The value of at space-time origin (when = = = = 0) can be encountered for > 0 on a set of planes situated at distance
considered from space origin (according to basic analytical geometry). As a consequence, the plane on which equals (passing through origin at zero time moment) moves in space with velocity
There being no restriction regarding the choice for the set constant values , , , and results in that (unlike standard solutions of wave equation) these plane equations can be represented as constant values propagating in space-time with any velocity (the speed is not correlated with the wave equation anymore). However, the arbitrary choice of these constants is not consistent with basic laws and principles of both classical and quantum theory of light waves (being similar to the attempt of defining some hidden variables). An attempt for justifying different actions connected to coordinate and momentum representations by presenting coordinate and momentum operators as acting in different spaces (reciprocal Fourier spaces) has been first performed in [2] , with the requirement of considering light speed as limit speed for transmitting interaction at quantum level, for variables corresponding with the same quantum wave function (later this attempt was defined as the Sterian realistic approach, being connected to Schwinger principle in extended studies published in 2013). Yet this implies the use of a supplementary inner wave for transmitting information inside a certain wave (the light wave which is analysed). This is the same as using hidden variables (in this case hidden waves).
However, in [3] (an internal report published later in 2013) it was shown that uncertainty principle in quantum physics allows a kind of instantaneous propagation of interaction. The analysis is based on creation/annihilation phenomena. The annihilation of the particle implies the instant annihilation of all parts of this wave-train, irrespective to the distance to this interaction point. It is true that this seems to contradict the relativity postulates (no speed can surpass the light speed) but in fact any speed can be noticed just by an emmission and a reception of a certain signal or particle (not just by a single emission or a single annihilation). Since the particle ceases to exist, its final momentum is zero. There being no uncertainty, it results that
and, according to uncertainty principle,
Thus this kind of annihilation phenomenon could be considered as being infinitely extended. The uncertainty for momentum determines the uncertainty for space intervals. However, in [3] it was also shown that this aspect can not be automatically extended for transmitting fast information necessary for phase correlation or possible regrouping of light beams. Usually deflections (including any possible reflections/refractions or diffractions) are considered to alter just the wave-vector (the momentum) for parts of the spatially extended wave function, without any change regarding the coherence (phase) of these beams. These phenomena can not be put in correspondence with any creation/annihilation of particles (despite the fact that the wave-vector is altered for parts of the associated wave); otherwise any reflection/refraction or diffraction of a part of the incident wave would generate an annihilation of the entire associated wavefunction in any other point of space. As a consequence, an improved intutive and computational model able to include quantum aspects generated by uncertainty principle regarding a high speed for transmitting interaction and spatial-temporal coherence achieved for deflected parts of the same wave function still has to be determined. For this purpose, this study will show that a certain alternating representation for the wave function can justify in a good manner the patterns created through reflection/refraction of waves on nonperfectly smooth interfaces and phase correspondence of diffracted beams without the need of supplementary support functions. Moreover, this alternating coordinate-momentum representation is suggested by Lorentz transformation of wave trains within special relativity, since the space-time origin for this transformation can not be considered as corresponding to the first interaction with the observer's material medium (as presented in [4] ). A very low value for the received signal at zero moment could easily correspond to a noise from the environment, so parts of the received wave-train around this moment could be considered to belong to different wavefunctions, not being transformed as a whole (the synchronization moment would differ).
The problem of a superposition of different light (electromagnetic) signals is also connected to the case when a charged particle (an electron for example) moves in an electrostatic field. According to auantum mechanics, within Schrodinger's equation some supplementary terms should be added for momentum ⃗ and energy as
in scaled measurement units (the light speed at the denominator of second term in previous equation was set to unity for simplicity). However, if aspects from quantum field theory are added (second quantization implying creation/annihilation of particles), then problems regarding a phase-loss phenomena are generated. Any local computed probability of interaction with virtual photons (resulted from electrostatic field decomposition) requires a previous transient time (so as physical quantities as wavelength and angular fequency to be defined on a certain time interval) and thus the timelength of the wave-train associated with the final electron tends to zero, a vanishing phenomenon for the initial electron in contradiction with experimental facts. As a consequence, the electromagnetic field (characterized by electric and magnetic fields ⃗ and ⃗ or by scalar and vector potentials and ⃗ ) should be preliminary determined in a certain area before the suggested alternating coordinate-momentum representation to be taken into consideration.
Long-Distance Coherence Phenomena Based on Bopp Operators
Starting from standard coordinate and momentum representations in quantum mechanics, it was shown that there is not a unique way to represent a quantum state as a wave function Ψ = Ψ(Γ), where Γ represents a point in the classical phase space , (position and momentum). Using an integral transformation as
where (Γ; ) corresponds to an integral kernel, another representation can be obtained from the standard coordinate representation Ψ( ). An example is the kernel
( being the natural length scale defined by the mass and frequency of the oscillator) able to generate the Glauber coherent states (eigenstates of the annihilation operator). The Gaussian factor is required by normalization. This kernel CS was used for constructing phase space representation of quantum mechanics of Torres-Vega and Frederick [5, 6] . They have shown that if Ψ( , ) satisfies the standard Schrodinger equation Moreover, if a gauge transformation as
is performed, the symmetric formula 
These are the so-called Bopp operators. Their utility is connected to quantum jumps, due to the additional term added to standard quantum operators and . However, we must point the fact that these Bopp operators are very useful for presenting fast long-range coherence phenomena suggested by operators (position) and (momentum) in quantum phyiscs without any creation/annihilation phenomena to be involved (as considered in [3] ). For space areas with the same energy (connected to frequency) and/or momentum (connected to wave-vector) it results in the possiblity of fast long-range phenomena for transmitting information for parts of the same wave function. This aspect can be proved by the action of operatorû pon a certain function with the same wave vector in an extended spatial area. According to previous relations, it results in
Thus the action of operator̂(used instead of coordinate operator in standard quantum relations) is extended to long-range distances (theoretically to infinite) within the equations for the same wave function (possibly extended to nonadjacent space areas due to deflecting phenomena previously mentioned). This allows fast-speed correlations for parts of the same wave function. For example, the wave front of a certain monochromatic planar light beam propagating along axis presents a null variation of the wave vector along the axis normal to . This corresponds to the same wave vector , implying the same momentum along axis also. It results in Δ = 0, which means that̂→ ∞ when a change in the quantum function Ψ occurs along axis due to a possible reflection/deflection (in the limit case, a nonzero difference ΔΨ is divided by an approximately zero difference Δ = 0). Thus a fast long-range interaction can be noticed between all points situated on the planar wave front when a sudden change occurs for one of them, the long-distance phase correlations being justified. For the case of electromagnetic interaction, these changes are connected to the influence of electromagnetic fields (usually represented by scalar potential and vector potential ⃗ ) in a certain area. This local action is long-distance transmitted by means of this Bopp operator . In a similar manner, Bopp operators can be used for justifying regrouping aspects within the same wave packet corresponding to an associated wave-function. Within quantum physics, the motion of a particle is described as an almost monochromatic wave function, these means as a superposition of waves with angular frequency and wave vector situated within some limited intervals. The maximum amplitude for these sets of waves corresponds with a dominant component of angular frequency 0 and wave vector 0 . The other components are considered to possess lower amplitudes symmetrically disposed as decreasing functions around these central values in this energy-momentum space.
The motion of this wave packet is described by the socalled group velocity, defined as
and (according to correspondence angular frequency-energy and wave vector-momentum) as
The derivatives with respect to or are considered for the central values of angular frequency 0 ↔ energy 0 and wave vector 0 ↔ momentum 0 . Since the function amplitude versus momentum presents a maximum value for = 0 , it results that equals zero around this central value. As a consequence, the term Ψ/ within Bopp operator̂(corresponding to spatial coordinate ) tends to infinite as in the previous case, for any nonzero change of quantum wave function Ψ (a quantum jump). A long-distance action of this dominant component upon the other lower amplitude components within this superposition can be considered, with possible effects upon regrouping aspects of quantum wave functions (spatial dispersion due to different velocities being not allowed).
This aspect is also consistent with Lorentz transformation of wave trains within special relativity, since the space-time origin for this transformation can not be considered as corresponding to the first interaction with the observer's material medium (as presented in [4] ). It can be easily considered that a very low value for the received signal at an initial time moment represents a noise from the environment. Thus parts of the received wave-train around this initial moment could be considered to belong to different wave functions at the very beginning, not being transformed as a whole (the synchronization moment would differ). As a consequence, a further interaction between these already transformed low-amplitude parts and the central high-amplitude part of the same wave function is required, so as the spacetime coordinates to be transformed as a whole for the entire wave-function. The synchronization moment (the zero moment for the Lorentz transformation) should be the same for all these parts (considered along time axis) and it is most convenient to define this time origin as the moment when this high-amplitude central part (where momentum is almost constant and thus Δ is approximately equal to zero on an extended time interval) interacts with the observer's material medium. An extended temporal interval with almost constant momentum could generate later regrouping phenomena based on the same Bopp operatorŵ hich tends to infinity when Δ is almost zero for a wave function altered through interaction in a very short time interval.
It is true that this aspect would have been suggested by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle also, according to
However, in the most general case this principle is connected to measurement aspects and does not imply inner dynamics for the quantum wave function. On the contrary, the use of these Bopp operators is related to certain inner dynamics of the wave function, aspects regarding the range of internal interaction corresponding to it being covered. Moreover, the operators generated by variables and are mixed together in an almost symmetrical form. It can be noticed that and operators can be encountered both under: (i) multiplicative form-the operator written at the numerator of a multiplicative factor acting to the right/left upon a ket or bra state vector, and (ii) differential form-the operator written at the denominator of a differential expression acting to the right/left upon a ket or bra state vector (according to Dirac notations). Unlike multiplicative operators, the differential operators can not be considered as acting almost instantaneously in any intuitive or computational (discretized) model. A kind of memory for certain variables on previous time intervals is required. This aspect of any discretized computational model intending to solve a differential equation can be easily extended to quantum models based on Bopp operators, where discontinuities (quantum jumps) could be involved.
Moreover, the symmetrical form of Bopp operators as related to , operators suggests that these coordinatemomentum operators and should be used at the same time in a quantum equation of evolution. Yet this could correspond to an increased number of variables/operators used in the same equation. So a method for analyzing equations based on Bopp operators is required. As will be shown in next paragraph, a possible choice is represented by the use of symbolic determinants for solving a set of linear equations for the case when the free terms tend to zero (the limit being an undetermined set of equations with possible nontrivial solutions). As the source of these quantum jumps, terms corresponding to external electromagnetic fields should be inserted.
A Symbolic Determinant for Alternating Coordinate-Momentum Representation
Let us consider that two real functions should satisfy (in the limit case) a homogenous linear system of equations with null free terms aŝ+̂= 0, 
From now on, this equation will be referred to as Complete Equation.
If̂and̂are commutative operators, then first term vanishes in this complete equation, so the second term will be
This equation is similar to the wave equation written in the cuadridimensional space, where operatorŝand̂cor-respond to partial differentiation with respect to a certain space coordinate ( for example) and to , respectively ( representing time and corresponding to light speed in vacuum). It should be noticed that these differentiation operators satisfy the commutative relation̂̂−̂̂= 0 and so the complete equation will correspond to a simple propagation equation. However, if̂and̂are noncommutative operators, this meanŝ̂−̂̂=
1
(24) in scaled measurement units; then the first term in complete equation previously presented does not vanish. Moreover, this first term in complete equation can be moved to righthand side (with opposite sign) and becomes a kind of source (a free term) for the second term, as
The left-hand side operator acting upon function is the symbolic determinant̂for the linear set of equations.
A similar equation (with a similar left-hand side quadratic expression and a right-hand side nonzero value) can be encountered for the hamiltonian function of the quantum harmonic oscillator. For this case operatorŝand̂corre-spond usually to a coordinate operator and to differentiation with respect to this coordinate (the quantum momentum operator), so this hamiltonian̂equalŝ
in scaled measurement units (the constants in front of partial differentiation operators and in front of coordinate operators were set to unity for simplicity). At first sight this seems to be pure algebra or at least symbolic algebra for representing the action of operators in quantum mechanics. No inner dynamics for a wave function The right-hand side of these two previous equations (where index can be encountered for̂and̂operators) could be considered as being determined by the left-hand side of them. It looks like the operatorŝand̂act upon a pair of functions and so as to determine the right-hand side of these two previous equations. Since this right-hand side depends upon the action of operatorŝand̂upon the same functions and considered at a bit later time moment, the value of the two functions and at the later time can be further determined.
Certain inner dynamics of the wave function work so as to obtain a minimum difference between functions and at the initial time moment and the same functions and considered at this later time moment. If the time difference between the initial moment of time (considered in left-hand side) and the final moment of time (the later moment of time, considered in right-hand side) is extremely small (orders of magnitude less than the infinite small time intervals required by the use of differential operators as / or / for quantum states), it will be not necessary to use different notations or supplementary indices for functions and in left-and right-hand sides of these two previous equations (indices and , with the meaning of initial and final, respectively, being kept just for operator decomposition).
By moving right-hand side terms to the left in both previous equations the set of linear equations with null free term presented at the beginning of this paragraph will be obtained. This shows that the symbolic determinant similar to cuadridimensional propagation equation (the second part of the complete equation) and the commutative or noncommutative rules (the first part of the complete equation) could be generated by an inner dynamics of quantum functions, a quick path from some initial functions , to certain final functions , being involved.
For determining the operatorŝ,̂and̂,̂to be placed hand and right-hand side on the previous set of equations the standard decomposition of hamiltonian operator in a sum of the kinetic energy operator (usually a differential operator) and the potential energy operator (usually a multiplicative operator) could be used. This suggests the use of operators aŝ= ,̂= ( ) ,
for the case of a particle with charge situated within a macroscopic electromagnetic field represented by the scalar potential and vector potential ⃗ . Moving all terms left-hand side (so as to obtain the pair of linear equations with null free terms), the symbolic determinant̂previously mentioned (acting upon function within second term of complete equation) will bê
According to Klein-Gordon equation for the relativistic wave-function of an electron in an external electromagnetic field, the result for the action of this symbolic determiantû pon function should be equal tô
where is the associated wave function for the electron. it can be noticed that the action of the symbolic determinantû pon this wave function equals the wave function multiplied by a constant. Thus the use of scalar and vector potentials as operators acting upon the wave functions at a later time moment within this alternating coordinate-momentum representation is justified.
As a consequence, the electromagnetic field (characterized by scalar and vector potentials and ⃗ ) should be preliminary determined in a certain area before the suggested alternating coordinate-momentum representation to be taken into consideration. No more virtual photons are necessary for computing trajectories of charged particles within an external electromagnetic field, and phase-loss phenomena (see [5] ) are avoided.
Conclusions
This study has presented an alternating coordinatemomentum representation for quantum states recommended for modelling propagation and transition of associated wave functions, based on Bopp operators and on a certain symbolic determinant corresponding to a set of two linear equations with null free terms for deriving basic equations in quantum mechanics. Unlike computational aspects (see [7] where just encoding aspects are involved for a certain data set), it tries to extend input-output data correlations at possible inner dynamics of wave function. Thus a certain background dynamics could be added to the theory of light deflection based on conformal fields (see [8] ). The long-distance interaction suggested by this dynamics based on Bopp operators is not frequency limited (as standard gaussian noise, see [9] ).
It is shown that this alternating representation can justify in a good manner the patterns created through reflection/refraction of waves on nonperfectly smooth interfaces and phase correspondence of diffracted beams without the need of supplementary support functions. Correlations with Lorentz transformation of wave functions by interaction with a certain material medium (the space-time origin of a wavetrain being adjusted) are also presented, and supplementary aspects regarding the use of electromagnetic scalar and vector potentials for modelling evolution within this alternating representation are added.
Computational aspects regarding decaying modes (as presented in [10] ) or a greater number of particles involved will be analysed in further studies, based on scheduling processes (as in [11] ) and distributing environment techniques (as in [12] ).
